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BASIC SDR CONTROL PLANE FUNCTIONALITY

Build SDR control plane: Runtime parametric
control of PHY and lower MAC

CONTEXT
Most MAC-PHY implementations today offer minimum or no support at all for real-time parametric control. Parameters
that control the performance of a MAC-PHY pair are either predefined to a default value or are controlled by a locally
executed algorithm with no support of outside reconfiguration or update of the controlling algorithm. Here the focus is on
the lower layers such as PHY, PHY control or lower MAC. Since these layers are very close to the analog RF front-end and
must meet tough timing requirements a real-time control for parameterization during runtime is needed. This allows fast
response times, flexibility and customization. The runtime parameterization can be triggered via the testbed or adaptive
through a Radio Resource Control layer (RRC) as applied for LTE. Alternatively, dedicated MAC processor could be running
on microcontroller or SDR onboard processor, ensuring time agnostic and real time control of lower level parameters.

UNIQUE SELLING POINT
- Required element for building a complete control plane.
- Real-time access to lower layer functionality.
- The support for multiple runtime configurations can be scheduled at accurate time instances in the future.
- The support for dynamic reconfiguration of exposed parameters and update controlling algorithm.
- Accurate time-scheduled execution of PHY action by a MAC command, such as transmitting a packet at a well-defined time.

OPPORTUNITIES

Depending on the underlying PHY technology, different lower layer parameters can be changed such as:
- RF-Parameter (Frequency / Bandwidth / Transmit Power).
- Waveform related parameter: (Type: OFDM, GFDM, SC-FDE / Number of subcarriers / Cyclic Prefix lengths / Windowing).
- Resource allocation.
- MCS.
- Enabling easy implementation for TDMA like MAC protocol.
- MAC related parameters, such as super frame size of TDMA, or contention window size of CSMA.
PHY and lower MAC support of real-time parametric control will open opportunities to support:
- Highly dynamic application level environments and scenarios.
- Cooperation / Coexistence of multiple wireless technologies on the same spectrum.
- Ability to adapt to mobile environments.

REFERENCES
Parametric runtime control will be implemented and applied in NI’s LTE and 802.11 Application Frameworks [1, 2]
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Alternatively, this offer is also supported on the Xilinx Zynq ZC706 evaluation board with the Analog Device frontend
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